
Naam and Science  
Lesson E 

 
                                               



Disclaimer 

• Not  a Scholar of Gurbani, Nor a Kama-ee Walaa 

• Not a Scientist, not an Expert, nor a Researcher 

• Only read other people’s works- mostly on internet; 

copied and pieced together this presentation based on 

their ideas 

• Mistakes in this presentation most probably are mine in 

rewording and/or trying to harmonize their thoughts 

• I do think their thoughts are sound and have merits; and 

they help me a lot in understanding Gurbani 

• I am just sharing great thoughts of others with you 

     - All the credit goes to them 



Naam and Science 
Outline 
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– Gurmukh Way of Life (Role of 

Simran) 
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– Uniting with Waheguru 



Sceince & Religion 



Sceince & Religion Models 

        Science 
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Theory 

Model 

Experiment 
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Budhha 

Krishna 

Christ 

Mohammad 

Guru Nanak Ji 



Religion 
(Leader) 

Knowledge (Vidya) is of two kinds:  
– Supreme Truth, the permanent truth  

– The physical truth; the temporary truth  

• Paravidya  
– Knowledge of the Supreme Truth (God); the Creator 

• Aparavidya 
– knowledge of the Creation; the physical truth; the world 

  

The Leader considers that the Creator of the entire 
universe is God  
• Knowledge of God is also known as Brahma Vidya  

– comes in the domain of Paravidya  

– Scientifically speaking, it is the science of God  

To acquire the complete knowledge one has to know about 
the God and His Creation  



Science 
(Scientist) 

• A scientist deals with this visible Creation and the 
visible form of energy i.e., in the field of 
Aparavidya 

–  A scientist infers, investigates and draws exact 
conclusions from his observations of the only small part 
which he can observe  

– God's Nature is limitless and he works within limits 

– He understands Nature but he knows nothing of the 
origin or destiny of Nature 

 

Scientists research Nature but have succeeded into 
an iota of it; as this visible energy too is too much 
for them (even collectively) to observe.   



Key Theories of Science 



Pertinent Science Theories 

• Quantum (Chemistry)  

• Relativity (Physics)  

• Big Bang (Combination of both) 

• String (Vibrations/Oscillations) 

• Wave-Particle Duality (Negligible size of Matter) 

• Unified Field (Force fields, Energy, & Boson Particles)  

• Everything (Relates Everything)   



Science  

Creation (Universe) 

• It does not explain the situation before the universe came into existence 

• The major scientific research on origin of universe is based around the 

Big Bang theory  

• The universe is made of particles which have various forces  

– The particles have wave particle duality 

– Gravity, Electromagnetic Force, the Strong Nuclear Force and the Weak Nuclear 

Force are the various forms of forces 

• The various particles are grouped in the Standard Model  

– God Boson is one the fundamental of the Standard Model 

-- It binds the particles and the forces  

-- Gives weight to the particle.  

The Scientific research is finding out God Boson is essential to prove 

the Unified Field Theory and Theory of Everything the subject of hot 

debate in the science World today. 



Creation  
Expanse 

• Disc Shape 

• Height: Trillions of Miles 

• Width: Unknown; Many times X it’s height 

• Black Holes: Very little known about them 

• Matter (Estimated) 

– Visible = 30% 

– Invisible = 70% 

• Matter is only 4% of the Universe 

If creation is so vast, then what about it’s Creator (God) 



Creation Vastness 
(Mind Boggling) 



Universe 
Unimaginable Vastness 



Hamandir Sahib 

Gurpurb 



Light 



Hamandir Sahib 

Diwali 



Earth 



Our Solar System 



Milky Way 



Spiral Galaxy 



Interacting Galaxies 



Galaxies 



Nebula 



Glowing Eye 

Planetary Nebula NGC-6751  



Black Hole 
Artist’s Representation 



Large Black Holes 
In Small Glaxies 



Big Bang 
Science 



Sri Guru Granth Sahib (Guru)  
Creator (God) & Creation (universe) 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) however has different approach 

– Goes much beyond Big Bang concept 

– Explains even the situation before the universe came into existence.  

– Explains the dark energy and dark matter aspect wherefrom the particles 

and forces emerged to form matter. 

– Also explains God is the fundamental of everything i.e., of energies, 

forces and particles  

– God Himself is the Unifying Force-  the God’s Grand Design  

 

This presentation compares the latest Scientific findings with the 

revelations in  SGGS, draws parallelism and  focuses on 

commonalities while pointing out the differences 



Comparison and Parallelism 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji & Scientific Findings 



SGGS Ji & Scientific Findings 

The SGGS Ji  and science mainly differ in these aspects 

– The way universe originated  

– The source of Matter and life 

– The formation of universe, matter, and human life  

– likely end of these three  



Science & Religion 

But they do agree in that  

– there was dark before the light emerged  

– the energy as the fundamental source  

– there was a single point of origin  

– the energy is both subtle and solid  

– The energy is wave and particle  

– that it is continuously changing  

– that shapes are the result of the change  

– that no two shapes are the same 

– that these shapes are not the same the very next moment and keep 
on changing forms continuously  

– that these shapes have rapid changes in the form of death and birth 
and such like answers  



Science & Religion 
(Scientific Findings still Evolving) 

Model 

 

              Category 

SGGS Ji 

 

Science 

Earlier Now 

Origin Instant (Word) Varied Instant (Big Bang) 

Skies Many Varied Many 

Earth (Number) Many Varied Many 

Earth (Movement) Continuous Stationary Continuous 

Sun (Number) Many Varied Many 

Sun (Movement) Continuous Stationary Continuous 

Expanse (Size) Infinite Limited Still Expanding 

Expanse (Occurrence) Many Times Once Many Times 

Species 8.4 Million 100 Million 8.7 Million 

   Recent Findings in Science  evolving toward revelations in SGGS Ji 



Human Research 
Meditation Impact on Brain 



Brain Effect 
Meditation Research 

A number of studies have linked meditation practice to differences in 

cortical thickness or density of gray matter in the brain  

• One of the most well-known studies to demonstrate this was led by 

Sara Lazar, from Harvard University, in 2000 

Richard Davidson, a neuroscientist at the University of Wisconsin, has 

led experiments in cooperation with the Dalai Lama on effects of 

meditation on the brain.  

• His results suggest that long-term, or short-term practice of 

meditation results in different levels of activity in brain regions 

associated with such qualities as 

– attention, anxiety, depression, fear, anger,  

– the ability of the body to heal itself, and so on.  

– These functional changes may be caused by changes in the 

physical structure of the brain 



Brain 



Brain 



Brain Changes  

Neuroplasticity 

Neuroplasticity (from neural - pertaining to the nerves and/or 

brain and plastic - moldable or changeable in structure), also 

known as brain plasticity,  

• refers to changes in neural pathways and synapses which are 

due to changes in behavior, environment and neural 

processes, as well as changes resulting from bodily injury  

• Neuroplasticity has replaced the formerly-held position that 

the brain is a physiologically static organ, and explores how - 

and in which ways - the brain changes throughout life 



Meditation Impact on Brain 

Research on the brains of meditators has documented 

neuron growth in the hippocampus  

– which is involved in learning, memory and emotional control  

– and the right anterior insula, believed to be involved in 

awareness  

• Studies using functional MRIs have recorded change in 

other parts of the brain 

– after just eight weekly mindfulness classes  

– and daily practice averaging just 27 minutes. 



Brain Effect 
Meditation 



What is in a Name? 



What’s in Name? 

Name is the best method of invoking memory of a person 

• Think of someone you know very well 

– First thing that comes to mind is the ‘Name’ 

• It could be official Name 

• Nick Name 

• Relation (Mom or Dad etc.) 

 

The best way to think of somebody you know is by their 
name 

 
 

 

 



What is in a Name? 
Exercise 



What’s in Name?  
Thinking of a name is not an empty exercise 

Now, think of the name of the person you love most  



What’s in Name?  
Thinking of a name is not an empty exercise 

Now, think of the name of the person you love most  

– The mere thinking of that person’s name will fill your mind with 

memories of love and joy  
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memories of love and joy  

Now think of a person you despise the most  
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– The mere thinking of that person’s name will fill your mind with 

memories of love and joy  
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– again the name alone will bring a flood of bad experiences  
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– The mere thinking of that person’s name will fill your mind with 
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What’s in Name?  
Thinking of a name is not an empty exercise 

Now, think of the name of the person you love most  

– The mere thinking of that person’s name will fill your mind with 

memories of love and joy  

Now think of a person you despise the most  

– again the name alone will bring a flood of bad experiences  

– A mere memory of her son who has gone to war brings tears to a 

mother’s eyes 

 

The name is a portal into the library of emotions we hold 

in our heart for that person 



What’s in Name?  
Thinking of a name is not an empty exercise 

Now, if I were to give you a name of a person whom you 

have never met or heard of before- “Audie Murphy” 



What’s in Name?  
Thinking of a name is not an empty exercise 

Now, if I were to give you a name of a person whom you 

have never met or heard of before- “Audie Murphy” 

– The name alone will be meaningless.  

– This new name will amount to something only if I help build a 

description of this person for you  

– I could start by telling you about this person, send his photographs, 

arrange a call or a meeting  

– The strength of your relationship with this new person will depend 

on the amount and emotional intensity you invest in building the 

mental description/record of this person 



What’s in Name?  
Thinking of a name is not an empty exercise 

Now, if I were to give you a name of a person whom you 

have never met or heard of before- “Audie Murphy” 

– The name alone will be meaningless.  

– This new name will amount to something only if I help build a 

description of this person for you  

– I could start by telling you about this person, send his photographs, 

arrange a call or a meeting  

– The strength of your relationship with this new person will depend 

on the amount and emotional intensity you invest in building the 

mental description/record of this person 

 

God’s Name (Naam) is the same, it doesn’t do much without 

Gurbani painting a picture of God for us 



What is Naam? 



Naam 
Definition 

Bhai Kahn Singh Ji Nabha 

 
1. nwaUN-iksy vsqu dw boD krrwaux vwlw Sbd, ijs krky A~rQ jwixAw    
      jwvy, so nwm hY [ nwm dy do mu~K Byd hn [ 

•  ie~k vsqvwck, jYsy- mnu~K bYl phwV Awid 
•  dujw Bwvvwck, jYsy- suMdrqw, kTorqw, BlmnsaU, Br~px Awid 

2. gurbwxI iv~c “nwm” krqwr Aqy aus dw hukm boDk BI hY 
    XQw- “nwm ky Dwry sgl jMq [ nwm ky Dwry KMf bRhmMf” (suKmnI) 
3. sM. nwm, vÎ –AMgIkwr 
4. smrx, cyqw 
5. pRisDI, mShUrI 



Naam 
Definition 

In the Context of Gurbani: 
1. nwaUN: iqn ky nwm Anyk AnMq ]5 

2. pRBU dw nwm: siqgur qy pwieAw nwm dw inswnu ]138                               
jw kY ihrdY dIE hir nwmw ]103 

     Qoit n AwvY mUil sMicAw nwm Dn ]709 (pRBU nwm rUpI dOlq) 
     kbIr inrgux nwm n rosu ]325 (iqMnW guxw qoN aupir pRBU dw nwm ) 
3. krqwr: drsn nwm ko pRB AwCY ]533 

4. vifAweI: kvn Qwn DIirE hY nwmw kvn bsqu hY AhMkwrw ]999 

5. pRisD: nwnk nwmu nwmu jpu jipAw AMqir bwhir rMig ]257 

6. Sbd: Aysw nwmu inrMjnu hoie ]3 

7. gux: haumY, mmqw, durmiq, duK nwsu ] jb ihrdY, rwm nwm guxqwsu ]232 
     suKmnI shj goibMd gun nwm ]295 

8. mukqI vwlI cIz: mukiq pdwrQu, nwmu iDAweIAY ]201  
9. hukm: nwm ky Dwry sgl jMq ] nwm ky Dwry KMf bRhmMf ]287 

10. AMimRq: AMimRqu nwmu pIAw idn rwqI, duibDw mwir invwry ]245 

11. SkqI: duK BMjnu qyrw nwmu jI, duK BMjnu qyrw nwmu ]218 

 
 



Naam 
So What is Naam? 

In the Context of Gurbani: One could say that 
Naam is that power in the Name of God with which He 

creates and conducts the Game of Creation 

nwm pRBU dy nwm dI auh SkqI hY ijs nwl auh rcnw dI Kyf bxwauNdw Aqy 
clwauNdw hY [  
 
Asaa Di Vaar 

AwpInY Awip swijE AwpInY ricE nwau ]  
dUXI kudriq swjIAY ky kir Awsxu ifTo cwau ]462 

God               Naam               Kudrat (Nature) 

  



General Philosophy of Naam 

Communication with God through Naam 
swcw swihbu, swcu nwieN, BwiKAw Bwau Apwru ]  
AwKihN, mMgihN, dyih, dyih, dwiq kry dwqwru ]  
Pyir, ik AgY rKIAY, ijqu idsY drbwru ]  
muhON, ik bolxu bolIAY, ijqu suix Dry ipAwru ]  
AMimRq vylw scu nwau, vifAweI ivcwru ]  
krmI AwvY kpVw, ndrI moKu duAwru ]  
nwnk, eyvYN jwxIAY sBu Awpy sicAwru ] 4 ]2 

– Naam is the communication media 
    AMimRq vylw scu nwau, vifAweI ivcwru ] 

– Love is the language of communication 
swcw swihbu, swcu nwieN, BwiKAw Bwau Apwru ] 



General Philosophy of Naam 

How do You fall In Love with God Who 
– Cannot be seen (Agocru) 
– Cannot be felt (Aprs)  
– Is formless (inrMkwr) 
– Is beyond Comprehension (AboD) 
– Is beyond ordinary humans’ reach (Agm) 

 

Need a Description and a mental picture to fall in love 

– Gurbani as well as Naam Provides Both  

 

 
 

 

 



General Philosophy of Naam 

In order to make Naam tug our heart, we must build a library 

of familiarity and emotions about God 

• In the beginning, to built enough love in our heart for God, Naam 

Simran is like licking a tasteless stone 

- krihN ij gur PurmwieAw, isl jogu AlUxI ctIAY ]966 

• During this period, to invoke love for God, it is necessary to rely more 

and more on Gurbani (Guru), which includes:  

– knowledge/descriptions related to God  

– and thinking of all the gifts he gives us 

As this love grows, and our mental library on God grows, the 

effectiveness of Naam to invoke his love grows  
 

If we haven’t established this relationship with Guru & 

God, then Naam Simran is a meaningless chant  



Gurmukh Way of Life 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
(Goal) 

Reunite with God that is 

– Link back to the Mool within (Source, Origin) 

    BeI prwpiq mwnuK dyhurIAw ]  
   goibMd imlx kI ieh qyrI brIAw ]378 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
(Reuniting Approach) 

Realization of the True Shabd through the True Way of Living 
 

The true way of living is   
– Attaining full Understanding (ਸੂਝ-ਬੂਝ) of the Shabd through Gurmat 

and living accordingly 

• Taking Amrit (Khandey Batey Dee Pahul) 

• Surrendering unconditionally to His Will (Obeying Hukam) 

– Not possible without Loving Him 

• Doing Naam Simran 

• Doing Seva 

• Maintaining Pure (Unblemished) Conduct 

         schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru ]62 

    schu ErY sBu ikhu scu nwmu gurmMqu idVwieAw]Bhai Gurdas Jee (7) 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
(Gurmat) 

Two main pillars of Gurmat (Gurmukh way of life) 

• Seva (Selfless Service)  

– Seva instills humbleness, patience, a sense of self-sacrifice for the 

betterment of humanity and steadfastness  on the path of God 

• Simran (Contemplative Meditation) 

– Simran serves as the medium to become a God-oriented person  

• brings one closer to God 

• transforms the individual into a perfect and God-oriented human 

being.  

Simran is meditating and contemplating upon Naam “Waheguru” 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
 (Simran) 

Literal meaning of Simran is “Remembrance; and 

Simar means thinking or uttering something repeatedly 

– A Gurmukh does the Simran of  “Waheguru” 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
(Naam Simran Daat) 

• siqguir nwnik Bgiq krI iek min, qnu, mnu, Dnu, goibMd dIAau ]1405 
 

• gur ibnu, moK mukiq ikauN pweIAY ] ibnu gur, rwm-nwmu ikauN iDAweIAY ]m:1 1041 
 

• nwnk, siqgur vwhu vwhu, ijs qy nwmu prwpiq hoie ]m:4 1421 
 

• siqguru dwqw nwm kw, pUrw ijsu BMfwru ]m:5 49 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
(Methods of Naam Simran) 

Four Methods:  
 

• Baikhree- Saying the words out loud using lips and tongue 

• Madhami- No sound is produced, the word is repeated by mind, 

tongue may still move in your closed mouth  

• Pasanti- Simran is done where heart is, and there is no movement 

• Para- Simran is done at the location of belly button  

 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
(Involve Sense Organs in Naam Simran? 

While doing Naam Simran (Jaap) 

• Involve as many of our senses as possible 

– To stop our mind from multi-tasking 

– And Wandering 

Example 

Always start Jaap in Baikhree, and slowly move to Madhami as your 

mind stops wandering. The change occurs spontaneously and should 

not be rushed 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
Why do Simran of God ? 

Our mind can not sit still, it is wired to do Simran   

• For most of us, our mind does Simran of Maya.  

– Our thoughts constantly run after outside things: worrying, 

plotting, favoring, hating, etc.  

– The five ambassadors of Maya (lust, anger, greed, attachment 

and ego) keep our mind hopping in constant Simran of Maya, 

and doesn't let us think about God.  

• Gurmat simply channels the innate nature of our mind of doing 

Simran of God by replacing the Simran of Maya  

– Over time with guidance from Gurbani, blessing from the Guru, 

and through constant Abhyas (practice), the mind slowly turns 

inwards towards God 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
Is Simran Naam Japna exclusively? 

Is it only Gurbani, or is it only doing waheguru, waheguru all the time? 

  

Simran can be performed with the Gurbani and/or the Naam Abhyas, 

but both are essential for a Gurmukh 

 

For Gurmukhs, Naam Abhyas is the Simran of Gurmantar (Waheguru).  

– In the beginning, mind is extremely restless, and it is very difficult 

to do Naam Abhyas (when initially lacking a mental library and 

love for God)   

– At this point, Gurbani is extremely helpful to prepare us for the 

Naam Abhyas 

In order to initially establish and later maintain a close 

relationship with Guru & God, both the Gurbani & Naam 

Simran are necessary for a Gurmukh 



Gurmukh Way of Life 
(Simran is a Must) 

Simran can be and should be Abhyas of both Gurbani and 

Naam 

• Rotate through all available means to keep Mann busy:  

– Gurbani 

• Recitation (includes Nit-Nem) 

• Keertan   

• Spiritual books 

• Teekas 

• Katha 

• Seva  

• Sangat  

– Naam  

Do Not to leave your Mann (Mind) idle- The vices will take 

over and the Simran of Maya begins instantly  



Simran and Brain/Mann (Mind) 

Meditation (Simran) has ancient roots  

• Modern scientific research on its effects has 

mushroomed over the last decade  

– Hundreds of published studies showing that  

• the adult brain is actually quite malleable  

• and can be rewired for more happiness and 

calmness 

• Since the Mann (Mind) is directly tied to the 

brain, thus it also gets impacted by the Simran 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanization 



Spiritual Journey 

The Jeev’s spiritual Journey is in essence the journey of his 

mind- one has to reform the Mann (Mind) to tread on this 

journey and reach his/her ultimate destination with Guru’s 

grace. 

 

• mmw mn isau kwj hY mn swDy isiD hoie ]342 

• srm KMf kI bwxI rUpu ] iqQY GwViq GVIAY bhuqu AnUpu ]…… 
   ] iqQY GVIAY suriq, miq, min, buiD ]12 

• nwm sMig ijs kw mnu mwinAw ] nwnk iqnih inrMjnu jwinAw ]281 

• gurmuiK prqIiq BeI, mnu mwinAw, Anidnu syvw krq smwie ]1323 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanization 

sbdu gurU suriq Duin cylw ] 
• Shabd (Naam) 

• Surti 

– Mann 

• Dhuni 

– Raags (Musical Metre) 

– Rhythm (Note, Tune, Tilt) 

Mechanization is the process that takes place in 

harmonizing Shabd, its Dhuni, and Surti of the Mann 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Shabd 

In essence Shabd is the nature of God 

•   Since God cannot be understood with material nature 

•   Likewise Shabd cannot be understood with material inclinations 

 

Gurbani 
 

    Awpy sbdu, Awpy nIswnu ]795 

      God Himself is the Shabd and He Himself is the Insignia 
 

    jb lgu sbd Bydu nhIN AwieAw, qb lgu kwlu sMqwey ] 3 ] 1126 

      As long as (the mortal) does not come to understand the mystery of  
     the Shabd (secret, ਰਾਜ, ਸਬਦ ਦੀ ਡੂੂੰ ਘਾਈ, deeper Understanding of the  

     Shabd …), he will continue to be tormented by Kaal (thoughts,    
     imaginations, fear of death, ਕਲਪਨਾ, ਫੁਰਨੇ, ਮੌਤ ਦਾ ਡਰ, etc.) ||3|| 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Shabd (God) 

Two Aspects 

1. Gross: Visible material 

– creation of names, color, forms, planets, moon, sun, water, 

beings, vegetation, fire, scriptural texts, etc. 

– can be experienced through our mind, intellect and bodily 

senses 

         For example, the letters (ਅੱਖਰ) of the Gurbani: eyes can see it,         

           ears can hear it 

2. Subtle: Beyond the reach of our material senses 

– deep, inner spiritual form and true meanings are beyond the 

grab of our limited material senses and intellect 

– As a result, majority of us end up confusing others and 

ourselves.  

   ਮਾਇਆਧਾਰੀ ਅਤਤ ਅੂੰਨਾ ਬੋਲਾ ॥ ਸਬਦ ੁਨ ਸੁਣਈ ਬਹੁ ਰੋਲ ਘਚੋਲਾ ॥ 313  



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Shabd (Naam) 

The Shabd (or Naam) can be thought of as a subtle 

interpreter or bridge between the Supreme Factor and the 

creation 

Shabd is mystique 

– The Giaan (Divine Knowledge) of the Supreme Self is hidden   

            in the Shabd as a tree is hidden in the seed 

– Without realizing its mystery, no one can ever hope to free himself 

from the material contamination, and link with the Mool (Source, 

Origin) 

 
      ਸੁ ਸਬਦ ੁਤਨਰੂੰ ਤਤਰ ਤਨਜ ਘਤਰ ਆਛ ੈਤਤਿਭਵਣ ਜੋਤਤ ਸੁ ਸਬਤਦ ਲਹੈ ॥945 
       

      This Shabd permeates in its Own Home (ਤਨਜ ਘਤਰ); (it is) through    

      this Shabd (one) seeks (the Lord's) Light that pervades the three  

      worlds 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Surti (Consciousness) 

• To search for a gross object, one needs the help of an   

     another gross object  

     Example: if we need to find some material object in a  

     dark room, we need help of a lamp, eyes, etc.  
 

• However, if we need to find a subtle object such as our 

Mool within (Source, Origin), the help of another subtle 

object is must. Otherwise our mission will be unsuccessful 
 

– That subtle Searchlight is Shabad-Awareness or 

Shabad-Surti (Aatam-Giaan, Bibek-Budhi) 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Surti (Consciousness) 

Our Surti (Consciousness) is the only means by which we can attain the 

Intuitive Understanding of the gross form of the Shabd (written Word or  

Gurbani), which, in turn, will lead us to link with the subtle form of the 

Shabd (Mool -Source, Origin...) within 

 
ਜੈਸ ੇਜਲ ਮਤਹ ਕਮਲੁ ਤਨਰਾਲਮੁ ਮੁਰਗਾਈ ਨੈ ਸਾਣੇ ॥ ਸੁਰਤਿ ਸਬਤਿ ਭਵ ਸਾਗਰ ੁਿਰੀਐ 
ਨਾਨਕ ਨਾਮ ੁਵਖਾਣੇ ॥ ਰਹਤਹ ਇਕਾਂਤਤ ਏਕ ੋਮਤਨ ਵਤਸਆ ਆਸਾ ਮਾਤਹ ਤਨਰਾਸੋ ॥ ਅਗਮੁ 
ਅਗੋਚਰੁ ਦੇਤਖ ਤਦਖਾਏ ਨਾਨਕੁ ਤਾ ਕਾ ਦਾਸ ੋ॥੫॥938  
(similarly) says Nanak, meditating on the Lord's Name (Naam) with the 
consciousness (Surti) focused on the Shabd (ਸ਼ਬਦ ਤਵਚ ਸੁਰਤਤ ਜੋੜ ਕੇ ), one 

crosses over the terrifying world-ocean 
 
ਮਨੁ ਕਤਰ ਬੈਲੁ ਸੁਰਤਿ ਕਤਰ ਪੈਡਾ ਤਗਆਨ ਗੋਤਨ ਭਤਰ ਡਾਰੀ ॥1123 

Making my mind the bull, and focusing my consciousness on the feet of 

God is my awareness of the road; I have filled my packs with Giaan 

(Guru’s Spiritual Wisdom), and loaded them on the (mind) bull 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Dhuni (Rhyme) 

crn kml isauN lwgau nyhu ] nwnk kI bynµqI eyh ] 2 ] 4 ] 58 ]684 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Dhuni (Raag) 

rwmklI, mhlw 1 ] swgr mih bUMd, bUMd mih swgru, kvxu buJY ibiD jwxY 
] auqBju clq, Awip kir cInY, Awpy q~qu pCwxY ] 1 ]  
AYsw igAwnu, bIcwrY koeI ] iqs qy mukiq, prm giq hoeI ] 1 ] rhwau 
] idn mihN rYix, rYix mihN idnIAru, ausn sIq ibiD soeI ]  
qw kI giq imiq Avru nN jwxY, gur ibnu, smJ nN hoeI ] 2 ] 
purK mihN nwir, nwir mihN purKw, bUJhu, bRhm igAwnI ]  
Duin mihN iDAwnu, iDAwn mihN jwinAW, gurmuiK AkQ khwnI ] 3 ]  
mn mihN joiq, joiq mih mnUAw, pMc imly gur-BweI ]  
nwnk, iqn kY sd bilhwrI, ijn eyk sbid ilv lweI ] 4 ] 9 ]879  
 

Duin vwjy, Anhd Gorw ] mnu mwinAw, hir ris morw ]  
gur pUrY, scu smwieAw ] guru Awid purKu, hir pwieAw ] 2 ]879 



Spiritual Journey 
Mechanism: Surti (Consciousness) (Kamaaee) 

In order to connect with our True Nature (Joti-Sroop), we must become 

imbued in Shabad-Consciousness (Shabad-Surti) 

•   Not an easy task!  

•   To walk on this path one has to continually read (or hear), Reflect   

    (Shabad-Vichaar), digest, and live by the Gur-Shabad  
 
ਨਾਨਕ ਨਾਤਮ ਰਤੇ ਸਹਜੇ ਤਮਲੇ ਸਬਤਦ ਗੁਰ ੂਕੈ ਘਾਲ ॥1283 

O Nanak, those who are imbued with the Naam, and practice the 
Guroo's Shabd, intuitively (ਆਤਮਕ ਅਡੋਲਤਾ ਤਵਚ ਤਿਕੇ ਰਤਹ ਕੇ) merge with the 

Lord ||1|| 
 
ਸਤਤਗੁਰੁ ਸੇਤਵ ਪਦਾਰਥ ੁਪਾਵਤਹ ਛੂਿਤਹ ਸਬਦ ੁਕਮਾਈ ॥੪॥597 

Serving the Satguru (those who live by the Giaan of the Gur-Shabad) 

obtain the Naam Padaarath; (thus) practicing the Shabd, (they) get 

Liberated (from Maya...) ||4|| 



Science Theories &  Mechanics of Naam 
Parallelism 



Science Theories &  Mechanics of Naam 
Parallelism 

Science Theory of Energy 
The law of conservation of energy is 
applicable everywhere in living things as 
well as in inanimate objects.  

That one form of energy can be 
transformed into another 

That energy can be transformed into mass 
and mass into energy.  

In the special theory of relativity Einstein 
worked out the relation for the 
transformation.  

Energy can neither be created nor can be 
destroyed. The sum total of  

Energy always remains the same in the 
universe 

Naam (Energy) 
Awpih eyku, Awip ibsQwru ]292 

      
 
nwnk eyko psirAw dUjw kh idRstwr ]292 

 
Awpih sUKm Apih AsQUlw ]250 

 
nwmY hI qy siB ikCu hUAw ibnu siqgur nwm n 
jwpY ]753 

 
srgun inrgun inrMkwr suMn smwDI Awip ]290 

 
n vwD hY nw Gwt hY ]gurU goibMd isMG jI 



Science Theories &  Mechanics of Naam 
Parallelism 

Science Theories (Nature) 
Energy is fundamental source of 
everything 

From the very small and subtle  
(point) expanded the entire universe 

From Expanse, it becomes a Point 

This expansion and contraction 
repeats itself 

Nature has both Subtle and Solid Forms 

Energy transforms into both Forms 

Energy is continuously changing The 
shapes evolve from this change  

No two shapes are alike 

Nature exhibits both wave & particle 
properties 

in nature there is a single variety of string-
like object and all things are made of it. 

Naam (God) 

nwmY hI qy siB ikCu hUAw ibnu siqgur nwm n jwpY ]753 
 
ਸੂਖਮ ਮੂਰਤਤ ਨਾਮੁ ਤਨਰੂੰ ਜਨ ਕਾਇਆ ਕਾ ਆਕਾਰੁ॥466  

 
ਤੂੂੰ  ਸੂਖmu ਹੋਆ ਅਸਥੂਲੀ॥102      
 

keI bwr psirE pwswrw ]276 
 
srgun inrgun inrMkwr suMn smwDI Awip ]290 
 
ਨਾਨਕ ਸੋ ਸੂਖਮ ਸੋਈ ਅਸਥੂਲੁ॥281 

ਸੂਖਮ ਅਸਥੂਲ ਸਗਲ ਭਗਵਾਨ॥281 

keI jnm Bey kIt pqMgw]176 

vykI vykI jMq aupwie ]1032 
 

Awpy jlu Awp hI qrMgw ]803 
 

Awpn Kylu Awip vrqIjw ]290 

Awpih eyku, Awip ibsQwru ]292 

 



Scientific Mechanics of Naam 
Theory  of Energy (SGGS) 

• Humans are made of physical and the subtle (Energy Forms) 

-  Physical consists of your physical structure (AsQUl) 
-  The inner consists of your energy, your Mann & Soul (sUKm)  

• Energy is said to be a continuity- So is God (Sunn & Sargun) 

• The soul is said to be in continuity with the God:  

-  Atma is in continuity with Parmatma  

- Atma though contained in body is part of the limitless, the          

   Parmatma, the God  

• God is beyond one’s wisdom; and to know the secrets of 

uniting with Him, you have to search Your own Mann with 

Guru’s Grace 

• Guru kindly blesses us with Naam and assists us in its Kama-ee 



Science Theories &  Mechanics of Naam 
                                     Parallelism 

 
What we have seen in the parallelism, the most recent findings of the 

Science and the contents of SGGS Ji revelations, one could conclude from 

that the recent theories of science appears to be valid and true 

 

Now lets apply these validated scientific theories to see how Naam works  

Science (Theory of Energy) 

Mind 

Particle Properties 

Wave 

 

Naam (Energy) 

Mann 

Speech (Shabad/Simran) 

Wave 

 



Scientific Mechanics of Naam 
String Theory 

• But rather than producing musical notes, each of the preferred mass 

and force charges are determined by the string's oscillatory pattern.  

– The electron is a string vibrating one way, the up-quark is a string vibrating 

another way, and so on.  

– The way a string-theory string vibrates may confer the properties of various 

fundamental particles, just as the way a violin's string vibrates confers the 

resonant frequencies we recognize as different musical notes. 

• we postulate that in nature there is a single variety of string-like 

object. The string is not "made up of anything'', rather, it is basic 

and other things are made of it.  

– As with musical strings, this basic string can vibrate, and each vibrational mode 

can be viewed as a point-like elementary particle, just as the modes of a musical 

string are perceived as distinct notes. Thus string theory certainly is a model of 

elementary particles. 



Spiritual Journey 
(Mann) 

The temporal or material life is extrovert 

The Spirituality is the subject of being totally introvert  
 

• Spiritual Journey is doing the introspection of our Mann 

       
    iesu mn kau koeI Kojhu BweI ] mnu Kojq nau iniD pweI ]1128 

     Hey Bhai! keep on searching your mind, by searching it you will   

     receive all of the nine treasures of the world (i.e., Naam) 
    

    ਗੁਰ ਕਾ ਸਬਦ ੁਤਰਦ ੇਮਤਹ ਚੀਨਾ ॥ sgl mnorQ pUrn AwsInw ]804 

      Hey Bhai! those fortunate ones who contemplated on the Shabd of  

      Guru within their Hearts, all their objects were accomplished and  

      hopes fulfilled 
 

     ਗੁਰ ਕੈ ਸਬਤਦ ਮਰੈ ਮਨੁ ਮਾਰੇ ਹਉਮ ੈਜਾਇ ਸਮਾਇਆ ॥੫॥1068 

      The mortal who eradicates his/her self-conceit with Guru’s Shabd,  

       he/she brings his/her Mann under control  

     -  his/her egotism departs;  

     -  and he/she merges (in his Mool-Source...) ||5|| 



Mann 
(Construction) 

                   Two Major Parts of Mind (Mann) 

           

 

               

 

 

 

      

               Subtle 

Gross 



Mann 
(Condition) 

Two Parts 

• Gross  

– Daal (Numerous Smaller Parts/Pieces) 

– Filthy (Due to numerous Janams) 

 

• Subtle (in~J Gr) 
– Gupt (Inaccessible w/o Guru) 

– Pure 



Mann 
(Sadhnaa) 

• Purifying Gross Mann 

• Mending Gross Mann 

• Stilling Gross Mann 

• Merging with Subtle Mann 



Mann 
(Purify Gross Mind) 

• Seva (Do what Guru Instructs- Hukam) 

– Gurbani  

• Recitatition 

• Vichar 

• Practice 

• Simran (Remember God- Mashakat Ghaal) 

– Naam Japna 



Mann 
(Mending) 

Adopt Gurmat Bibek 

– Eradicate Duality (Make all decisions based on Gurmat) 

– Live a Gurmat Life (Sadh-Sangat, well up love for Guru & God)  

– Mend Gross Mann (Piece it back together) 

-- Properly discipline it in a variety of ways through rigorous   

    austerity and self-restraints  

-- detach Mann from outer attachments and undergo a rare   

   discipline through the 

   --  practice of tranquility of Mann (Naam & Gurbani Abhyas)   

  --  control of the senses 

  --  self-restraints (Sanjam- control impulses)  

  --  internal and external purification (Naam & Gurbani)  
 
slok, mÚ 3 ] sjx imly sjxw, ijn sqgur nwil ipAwru ] imil pRIqm iqnI 
iDAwieAw, scY pyRim ipAwru ] mn hI qy mnu mwinAw, gur kY sbid Apwir ] eyih sjx 
imly nN ivCuVihN, ij Awip myly krqwir ]587 



Mann 
(Stilling) 

Stilling Mind (Ikaagar Mann)  

– Attune it to the Subtle mind 

– Do Naam Kama-ee 

• Gurbani Recitaion 

• Naam Abhyas 

 
ieks isau mnu mwinAw, qW hoAw inhclu cIqu ]  
scu Kwxw scu pYn@xw, tyk nwnk scu kIqu ]44 

jhN pRB ismry, qhI mnu mwinAw ] 1 ]224 

nwm sMig, ijs kw mnu mwinAw ] nwnk, iqnih inrMjnu jwinAw ]281 

gurmuiK prqIiq BeI, mnu mwinAw, Anidnu syvw krq smwie ]1423 



Mann 
(Gurmukh) 

The gross Mann of a Gurmukh merges with subtle and 

pure Mann and he/she becomes  

 
• Free from worldly desires and passions, from selfishness, lust and 

hatred  

• Free from outgoing tendencies  

• Fit for divine contemplation  

• Properly disciplined in a variety of ways through rigorous austerity 

and self-restraint.  

 

He/She merges with his/her Mool (Source) while living 



swcu khoN sun lyhu sBY ] 
ijn pRym kIE iqn hI pRB pwieE ] 

Human Organs’ Growth in the Womb 

– Heart- not Brain 

– Tongue  (Never forget the power of words ,voice and most of all sound) 

– Brain 

– Synapse start connecting from the heart through  
    the tongue into the brain 

Love starts in the heart and so does God  
 
Discover God inside your heart  

– God is love and this is what your heart is truly made of 
and made from- Unconditional love  

– God is Love and love is eternal  

 

        ijn@I nwmu iDAwieAw, gey mskiq Gwil ]8 


